10 Steps To A Profitable
Credit Repair Business
with
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You’ve got a
new lead
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A new lead appears in
your CRC from your site or
an affiliate. You call to
invite them for a “free
consultation and credit
audit.”
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Start the free
consultation
Instruct the lead (potential
client) to sign up for your
preferred credit monitoring
provider to get all 3 reports
and scores for $1.

New client
onboarding
Client logs into her portal,
signs your agreement,
watches a video about
your process and uploads
a photo of her drivers
license and a utility bill
with her smartphone.

Import & run
credit audit
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You close the deal,
change the Lead to a
Client, complete their
profile, add client’s credit
card with Chargebee (for
recurring monthly
payments) and send
portal login details.

Review & tag
pending report
View the pending report,
where CRC has analyzed
and flagged the negative
items. Tag each item with a
Reason and and Instruction,
and save your work. You’ve
just planned the entire
lifecycle of this client.

Potential client shares
login details with you, so
you can import the report
into CRC. Explain
importance of keeping the
credit monitoring active.

Convert to client,
add credit card
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3

You import the report and
run Simple Audit. A credit
analysis report wows the
client and explains your
services. It’s your greatest
sales tool ever.

Run the dispute
wizard
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Client shares
login details

Run Wizard to add up to 5
items to dispute letters. Send
to all 3 bureaus with copy of
client’s photo ID and utility
bill. Wait 30 days for bureaus
to respond. Update changes
in CRC. Repat with 5 new
items each month.

Lather, rinse
& repeat
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If a bureau claims an
item is verified, challenge
with a new letter. Items
are often removed, client
sees results, continues to
pay your monthly fee
and tells her friends.

10 Once you’ve nailed the basics, it’s time to grow and scale!
Grow your business faster by buuilding relationships with affiliates. Pay
them a commission for each “paid” client they refer to you.
Offer a money back guarantee. Concentrate on being awsome and
giving value. Educate your clients and collect testimonials.
Each month add a few more paying clients and your revenue will always
grow larger.
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